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Dare to Dunk?

Volvo offers car
created by and
for women
Alanna Berman
TML DAILY AZTLC (SAN DIEGO STALE U.)

Brooke Robertson
MUSTANC; DAILY

An unidentitied man broke into a group
of female Cal Poly students’ home on
Hathway Street at approximately 1:45 a.m.
Wednesday.
A business administration senior was
awoken when the man, who she identified as
5-feet-H-inches tall with short brown hair,
turned on her bedroom light.
“ I was completely asleep,” she said. Still
groggy, she screamed and told him to get out
of her room.
At about the same time, her other room
mates, who had heard him attempting to
open other locked bedroom doors in the
house, all opened their doors to see if she
was OK, said her
roommate who
is also a business
a d m in istra tio n
W e just
senior. The man
hope every
bolted
down
stairs and out of
one can take
the house into
an already-run
our scary
ning car, she
experience
said.
Although the and be aware.
awoken student
W e were
could not make
out
his face
completely
because she was
n’t wearing her locked in and
contact lenses,
he still broke
she and
her
housemates
in.
believe the man
to be the same Business administration
senior
person responsi
ble for at least
one of a series of sexu
al assaults in San Luis Obispo, that began
Nov. 10, 2006.
The San Luis Obispo Police Department
lists four cases of sexual assault on its Web
site, all of which may or may not be attrib
uted to the same composite sketch produced
from one of the assaults. All previous victims
were attacked in residential or semi-residential neighborhoods while walking alone.
The culprit of Wednesday’s break-in suc
ceeded in opening the front window of the
women’s home after attempting to break
into all of the house’s windows. The room
mate was awakened by the sound of him
removing window screens outside. He also
attempted to open the garage door, police
said.
The roommate didn’t realize anything was
wrong until she heard the front window
slam shut, but just at that moment, a train
went by their house, prevented her from
hearing anything else. When the train passed,
see Break-in, page 2
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A dog wasn’t ready for “the big splash” on Thursday when Paul Gabrielson, an assistant
trainer for the soccer team, became prey to a dunk tank in the University Union.

SAN DIE(iC') — It’s no secret
that women like to shop for just
about anything, so making a prod
uct attractive to them shouldn’t be
difficult. Lately, researchers and
inanLifacturers have been paying
particular attention to female
shoppers in one area: the automo
bile industry.
At least 60 percent of new cars
are bought by women, and at the
recent New York International
Auto Show, new vehicles from
Infiniti, Ford and Volvo each
unveiled tletails catering to
women.
Infmiti’s Around View Monitor,
with cameras all around to show
driver’s blind spots, and the rear
view of the car would make park
ing easier, but the EX Concept car
has not yet been introduced to the
market.
Engineers at Ford put on high
heels to make their cars more com
fortable for women, while some
workers wore pregnancy-empathy
bellies to better understand the
needs of pregnant moms when
they are car shopping and driving.
While these ideas may'seem rev
olutionary, this isn’t the first time
car companies have tried this tac-r
tic. At the 2004 Auto Show, Volvo
introduced “Your Concept Car,” a
car created entirely by women for
women. The YCC, a coupe with
two gull-wing doors, including
specific details meant to cater to
see Volvo, page 2

Students take oath o f silence for L G B T
Angel Pacheco
m u s t a n g d a iiy

C’al Poly’s Pride Alliance took
part in the Day of Silence Thursday,
a student-organized movement to
honor lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (L(îBT) students who
must endure being silent because of
their sexual orientation.
The Pride Alliance, which is
dedicated to the celebration of the
LCBT
community,
offered
University Union room 220, as a
“Safe Zone” from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Students who wanted to remain
silent during the day to recognize
LCiBT students who are not able to
discuss their lives and relationships.

“It’s a day to just show we are
not given the (same) right as het
erosexuals,” said Danid Pfau, ani
mal science sophomore and Pride
Alliance student coordinator.
The room was covered with
posters of statistics like 84 percent
of LGBT students report being
verbally harassed at school, and
quotes like,“Why is it that, as a cul
ture, we are more comfortable see
ing two men holding guns than
hands?” by fiction writer Ernest
(iaines.
There were also pens and paper
for students to write down any
thoughts they had about Day of
see Silence, page 2

GRAIG MANTLE MUSTANG DAILY

Room 220 in the University Union was silent Thursday to
honor the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community.

News editor: Kristen Marschall • mustan3dailynews@3mail.com
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Silence

continued from page I

continued from page

women’s needs. A sealed hood removable only
at the dealership, electronic self-parking and
hollow headrests that comfortably fit a pony
tail may be cliche, but these features are
undoubtedly leading the way for the newest
batch of cars for women.
This year, Volvo upped the ante when it
came to safety by adding a security device
that can detect a heartbeat inside the vehicle.
The new S80 comes with a personal car com
municator, which drivers attach to their key
ring. It uses two-way radio technology that
will inform the driver if there’s a heartbeat
detected m the vehicle. If the car’s alarm has
been activated, the driver will know to avoid
danger and walk away from the vehicle.
Researchers say that these new marketing
efforts are working. Marti Barletta, author of
the book, “Marketing to Women,” told com
panies that to meet the e.xpectations of
women, they generally exceed the 'expecta
tions of men.
However, there’s a fine line between mar
keting toward women and excluding men
altogether.
“Women respond best to conversational
and informal ad pitches and spokespeople
who are ‘just like me,’” Barletta said in a
recent interview for Ford’s media department.
in a Mercury commercial, a fashionable
spokeswoman asks the audience to “add” the
car to their list, instead of outright asking
them to buy it.This ad was a response to stud
ies that explain that women don’t appreciate a
hard sell or feeling patronized when shoppmg.
When It comes to cars and women, tech
nology must come first, then the savvy com
mercial will give buyers just what they want.

/

Silence or the posters. The Pride
Alliance is planning to make a
scrapbook of whatever “people
(wanted) to write or draw,” said
Amy Narevsky, Pride Alliance
student coordinator and liberal
studies sophomore.
“(Day of Silence) is important
because there are people in their
everyday lives who can’t say
everything they want to,” said
Narevsky, who was silent in the
Safe Zone.
The Pride Alliance also pro
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vided sheets that had a brief
description of the 1)ay of Silence
and the participants’ goals.
“My deliberate silence echoes
that silence which is caused by
harassment, prejudice and dis
crimination. ... 1 believe that
ending the silence is the first step
toward fighting these injustices,”
the sheet read.
The tragedy of this silence
that the LBGT community faces
is that “by not hearing their
voices, you’re not hearing who
they are,” animal science fresh
man Jessic.'i Cresci said.
The tradition began in 1996

at the University of Virginia
when about 100 students partic
ipated, according to dayofsilence.org. By 2002, over 100,000
students in over 1,900 colleges
and high schools were involved.
Day of Silence was celebrated
nationally on April 18.The Pride
Alliance decide to have it this
week instead because it would
have conflicted with Open
House.
As far as any of the student
coordinators know, this is the
first time Cal Poly has participat
ed.
Pfau grew up in the area and
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Break-in
continued from page I

the roommate heard the hallway
floor creak right outside of her
room. She listened as the intrud
er rattled the locked doorknobs
of the rest of the bedrooms and
grabbed her cell phone to call the
police.
Police found a pair of size 30
jean shorts, which police said
may have been used to wipe off
fingerprints. Despite this precau
tion, crime scene investigators
recovered fingerprints from the
windows and the garage door,
and are awaiting lab results.
The house’s breaker box was
left open downstairs, which may
indicate the suspect attempted to
tamper with the house’s power.
Although there were wallets
and cameras in plain sight down

stairs, the intruder left them
untouched. He even re-arranged
a stereo system he had knocked
over upon entry, the roommate
said. “We are lucky that none of
us got hurt and we are all OK.”
Police told the woman whose
room was broken into that the
intruder may have been watching
their house for awhile.
“We just hope everyone can
take our scary experience and be
aware,” the roommate said. “We
were completely locked in and
he still broke in, so it is important
to be cautious and on high alert.”
All o f the roommates are
attending a self-protection semi
nar put on by Cal Poly’s Sexual
Assault-Free
Environment
Resource Program on Tuesday,
May 1 at 6:30 p.m. They urge
others to attend.

GRADUATION
DAYS

said that Day of Silence was a
good way to be heard.
“There isn’t too much of a
voice for LGBT people in the
area,” Pfau said. “Just to be able
to see how many (people) realize
we don’t have the rights that we
should, it’s really uplifting.”
The Pride Alliance will also
be holding Ally Training, where
student coordinators will offer
support for LGBT students as
well as share their own experi
ences. Ally Training will take
place today from 10 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 3 p.m. m the UU,
room 220.
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Form er M iddlebm y C o llie president F lo r id a S ta te U .
pushes to lower drinking age
experts offer tips for
Sherene Tagharobi
DAllY [ROJAN ( U s e :)

LC^S ANGELES — A former col
lege presidents nationwide proposal
to lower the drinking age from 21 to
18 has been met with both skepticism
and support by students and officials.
Former Middlebury College
President John McC'ardell has
launched a movement to lower the
drinking age in an attempt to curb
startling trends in binge drinking and
drunken driving among college stu
dents.
The plan, which McCardell is pro
moting to university presidents and
piilicy e.xperts in a cross-country tour,
would require 18-year-olds to take
educational courses and obtain a
license to buy and drink alcohol. He
has not yet scheduled an appearance
at u s e .
Providing alcohol to minors would
result in immediate revocation of the
license.
“Decriminalizing drinking by kids
18 and older will bring their alcohol
consumption out from hiding, where
parents and adults can monitor it —
and model responsibility without
conflict,” McCardell said in an inter
view with U.S. News & World
Keport.
“Alcohol education is mandatory
now only after you’ve been convicted
of driving under the influence,”
McCardell said. “That makes no
sense. Why not make it available earli
er as a way of preparing young people
to deal with alcohol responsibly?”
Rolf Hoefer, a freshman majoring
in business administration, said he is
skeptical about the effectiveness of a
license to drink.
“Who’s going to get a license at a
university?” he asked. “It’s so easy to
buy and drink alcohol (without it).”
Hoefer, an international student
from Paris, said he agrees with
McCardell that the drinking age

should be lowered.The legal drinking
age in Paris is 16 for wine and beer
and 18 for spirits and liquor, but the
age limitations are rarely enforced, he
said.
Hoefer said making alcohol less
scarce and eliminating the now-ornever ultimatum that influences some
students’ decision to binge drink will
lead to more responsible decision
making and reduced binge drinking.
“(If alcohol is legal and more acces
sible) it’s not like, ‘Oh, it’s Thursday
night, and 1 have to drink because or
else 1 have to wait until next Thursday
night.’ Then people actually start
deciding if they are in the party
mood, or even want to drink,” he said.
“When you have the ability to
choose, you’re automatically going to
pay more attention to what you
drink.”
Hoefer added that in his experi
ence, students at USC approach
drinking differently than his peers at
home. He said the drinking atmos
phere in France is more social and
relaxed.
“People getting drunk at 16 (in
France) doesn’t seem as hardcore as
people getting drunk here at 18 or
19,” he said. “Everyone (here is)
thinking they’re so strong and they
have to drink the shit out of everyone
else, drinking an entire keg. That’s not
going to happen when you’re 16.
When you’re 16, you go to the fridge
with your daddy and drink a beer in
your backyard.”
But some students disagreed that a
change in policy would affect the
social culture of drinking in college.
Alex Chisum, a freshman majoring
in English, said lowering the drinking
age might have a negative effect.
“I wouldn’t be surprised if it made
things worse,” Chisum said. “Because
then you’d have a lot of 18-year-olds
in restaurants getting drunk and dri
ving. I think 18-year-olds would be
more prone to go to a bar and drive
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than 21-year-olds.”
1)epartment of Public Safety C'apt.
David Carlisle said he agrees that lev
els of responsibility increase with age.
“The older they are, the more
mature their decisions,” Carlisle said.
“There may be less of a tendency to
abuse alcohol as they get older.”
Carlisle said he predicts lowering
the drinking age would result in
more work for officers.
“We would probably have to step
up our awareness campaigns for the
problems that can and do occur as a
result of alcohol consumption,” he
said. “We would anticipate more
alcohol-related incidents that would
require DPS’ involvement.”
DPS officers say they recognize
that underage drinking is a prevalent
force on campus.
“Whenever there (are) large par
ties, it’s almost guaranteed there’s
drinking there,” said Wyman Thomas,
who has been a DPS officer for 25
years. “It’s not the mere drinking
I^PS is concerned with, it’s over-con
sumption.”
In 2(K)5, DPS reported 22 liquorlaw arrests and 59 liquor-law discipli
nary referrals on the University Park
Campus.
Carlisle said his experience with
students makes it difficult for him to
accept McCardell’s argument to
lower the legal drinking age.
“We see the effects in terms of stu
dents becoming intoxicated and
making poor decisions, so we would
be concerned about any proposal to
lower the drinking age,” Carlisle said.
“And while we know we can’t elim
inate underage drinking, we do our
best to control it and protect our stu
dents.”
Ken Taylor, assistant vice president
for Student Affairs, said the university
would need to study McCardell’s
proposal before developing a position
on it. Regardless, university policy
says it expects everyone to comply
with state law, he said.
“We know that students experi
ence reduction in academic perfor
mances as a result of alcohol, so we
might still want to do education with
incoming students to make sure that
they’re informed,” Taylor said.
Taylor said if any change in USC’s
alcohol policy were to take effect, it
would probably still require incoming
students to complete AlcoholEdu, an
online education course.
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sleepless nights
Sarah Gwin
FSVItW ¿«1 HOkIDA HAMHEAU (llO klD A
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TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Many
college students have a lot on their
mind. Some nights may be harder to
sleep than others. It is not uncom
mon to toss and turn from stress of
an exam or a future date.
“A person can have difficulties
sleeping at night because they are
stressed out, e.xperiencing some
types of trauma, are worried, or has
excessive drug use,” psychology'
intern at the Florida State University
Counseling Center Shamika Hall
said.
Here are some tips to help people
go to sleep.
“There is a variety of things to do
to help someone fall asleep,” Hall
said. “Something that relaxes a per
son would be the first step.”
Doing something calming is one
way to quiet down to get a good
night’s rest.
“Taking a warm bath helps me
fall asleep,” FSU sophomore Maggie
Robinette said.
Getting a massage can also pro
vide much needed relaxation. Some
people find aromatherapy or listen
ing to classical CD helpful.
“Listening to soothing music can
h#lp you sleep,” FSU freshman
Celeste Block.
A person’s sleep environment may
affect their ability to fall asleep. It
could help to have a bedroom dark
and quiet. An illuminated bedroom
clock is a source of light that can be
extremely annoying. A person can
try covering it up to block out its
light. The room should be not too
cold but not too hot — 60 to 65
degrees is a good temperature.
The comfort of a bed can also be
a factor. A firm bed will give the
entire body the support it needs to
really relax. Cienerally, a mattress
should be replaced every 10 years to
get the best support and comfort.
The idea of a bed can also hinder
a person’s ability to sleep. The bed
should only be used for sleeping. If it
is used for things like doing home
work, then the mind won’t be able
to identify the bed with sleeping.
The position a person sleeps in is
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also important. Sleeping on the back
is the best position for relaxing, and
allows all the internal organs to rest
properly. If a person must sleep on
their side, he/she should do so on
the right side, not left. Sleeping on
the left side causes a person’s lungs,
stomach and liver to press against the
heart. What a person eats or drinks
can h.we an affect on sleepiness.
Drinking a lot of caffeine can ham
per sleep. Cxiff'ee, tea (black, not
herbal), chocolate and cola drinks
are high in caffeine. C^affeine hangs
around in the body for many hours
so the last drink should be by mid
afternoon.
Drinking a glass of warm milk
contains calcium, which works
direedy on jagged nerves to make
them relax. Herbal tea can also calm
nerves. Try a cup of hot chamomile,
catnip or fennel tea. All contain nat
ural ingredients which will help
sleep. Most health food stores will
also have special blends of herb tea
designed to help get people to sleep.
Eating too much can make it dif
ficult to get off to sleep, but going to
bed hungry can also be a problem. A
small, low-protein, high-carbohy
drate bedrime snack eaten about an
hour before bedtime can help. Foods
with large amounts of the amino
acid L-tryptophan noay help people
sleep better also. These include eggs,
cottage cheese, chicken, turkey and
cashews. Don’t eat or drink too late
at night. Try to have a supper early in
the evening rather than late.
If it has had a bad night, it is
important to not sleep in the next
day. It will make it harder to get off
to sleep the next night. In addition,
don’t nap during the day.
“A steady sleep pattern is good,”
Hall said. “Going to bed and waking
up at the same time everyday.”
Getting up at the same time every
day, even on weekends and holidays
can make it easier to fall asleep
quickly. When getting into a sleep
routine it can help to wake up a lit
tle earlier than is needed. It will help
a person be more tired that night to
start the new bedtime.
Get some exercise during the day
but don’t overdo it. Some regular
swimming or walking could make a
night ea.sier. Exercising late at night
may disturb sleep. The body needs a
chance to slow down to sleep.
Don’t lie in bed worrying about
things. Set aside another time just for
worrying. For example, spend 30
minutes after dinner writing down
worries and what can be done about
them.
“Having a notepad next to the
bed can get things out of a person’s
head,” Hall said.
Reading or watching TV can also
take a person’s mind off of stress, but
sometimes watching TV can make it
harder to go to sleep at night.
“1 wouldn’t recommend it,” Hall
said.“If aTV works for a person then
it can be used, although the majori
ty of people need darkness and
quiet.”
A person should not lie awake
trying to get to sleep any longer than
30 minutes. If it goes that long, they
should get up and do something
relaxing. When they feel tired, they
can go back to bed.
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Senate passes bill to pull troops out o f
Iraq, paving way for veto showdown
David Espo
A SSo(.iA n:i) I'R ts s

WASHINC.TON — In a bold
wartime challenge to President
Bush, the 1)emocratic-controlled
C'ongress
cleared
legislation
Thursday to begin withdrawal of
U.S. troops from Iraq by Oct. 1
with a goal of a complete pullout
six months later. The White House
dismissed the legislation as “dead
before arrival.”
The 51-46 Senate vote was
largely along party lines, and like
House passage a day earlier it
underscored that the wars congres
sional opponents are far short of
the two-thirds majority needed to
override a Bush veto.
Democrats marked Thursdays
final passage with a news confer
ence during which they repeatedly
urged Bush to reconsider his veto
threat. “This bill for the first time
gives the president of the United
States an exit strategy” from Iraq,
said Rep. David Obey of
Wisconsin.
The legislation is “in keeping
with what the American people
want,” added Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid of Nevada.
The White House was unmoved.
“The president’s determined to
win in Iraq. 1 think the bill that
they sent us today is mission defeat
ed,” said deputy press secretary
Dana Perino. “This bill is dead
before arrival.”
(iiven that standotF, Republicans
and Democrats alike already were
maneuvering for position on a fol
low-up bill.
Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell dismissed the justpassed legislation as “political pos
turing” by Democrats that deserves
the veto it will receive. “The solu
tion is simple: Take out the surren
der date, take out the pork and get
the funds to our troops,” he said.
The bill would provide SI24.2
billion, more than $90 billion of
which would go for the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. Democrats

added billions more for domestic
programs, and while most of the
debate focused on the troop with
drawal issue, some of the extra
spending also has drawn Bush’s
criticism.
The
day’s
developments
amounted to a landmark of sorts.
The vote occurred nearly four
years after Bush stood on the deck
of an aircraft carrier before a ban
ner
that
read
“ Mission
Accomplished” — and 113 days
after Democrats took power in

timetable, a concession to Bush. At
the same time, they say they hope
to include standards for the Iraqi
government to meet on issues such
as expanding democratic participa
tion and allocating oil resources.
Bush
and
congressional
Republicans, eager to signal the
public that they do not support an
open-ended commitment to Iraq,
have both embraced these so-called
benchmarks. Unlike Democrats,
they generally oppose using bench
marks to require specific actions,
such as troop withdrawals.
Rep. John Boehner
of Ohio, the House
Republican
leader,
said at a news confer
ence that the purpose
of benchmarks should
be to “see how the
Iraqi government is
doing,” rather than to
establish deadlines for
a troop withdrawal.
Opinion on the
issue covered a wide
spectrum. “The only good measure
that exists in Iraq now is body
counts, and that’s not a very good
measure,” said Sen. Mark Pryor of
Arkansas, a moderate Democrat.
Congress acted as the top U.S.
military commander in Iraq, Gen.
David Petraeus, said at a Pentagon
news conference that the U.S. mis
sion “may get harder before it gets
easier.”
Less than three months after
Bush announced an increase m
troop strength and a shift in tactics,
Petraeus said improvements were
evident in both Baghdad and the
Anbar Province in western Iraq. At
the same time, he said the accom
plishments “have not come without
sacrifice” and that greater American
losses have resulted from increased
car bombings and suicide attacks,
plus the greater concentration of
U.S. troops among the Iraqi population.
There were no surprises in the
Senate vote, in which 48

T h e W h ite H ouse
dismissed the

legislation as “dead
before arrival.”
Congress and vowed to change
course in a war that has cost the
lives of more than 3,300 U.S.
troops.
DuringVietnam, a longer and far
deadlier war for U.S. forces.
Congress went years before it was
able to agree on legislation signifi
cantly challenging presidential war
policy.
In the current case, any veto
override attempt would occur in
the House, and even Democrats
concede they lack the votes to pre
vail.
With House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi at his side, Reid said
Democrats hoped to have a follow
up war-funding bill ready for the
president’s signature by June 1.
Despite administration claims to
the contrary, he said that was soon
enough to prevent serious disruption in military operations.
Several Democratic officials have
said they expect the next measure
will jettison the withdrawal

EXPERIENCE FOR
YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

Democrats and one independent
joined Republicans Gordon Smith
of Oregon and Chuck Hagel of
Nebraska in supporting the bill.
Sen.
Joseph
Lieberman,
a
Connecticut independent who
typically votes with the Democrats,
sided with 45 Republicans in
opposition.
In a clear warning to the White
House, Sen. Susan Collins, R Maine, opposed the legislation but
issued a statement saying her
patience with the war was limited.
“If the president’s new strategy
does not demonstrate significant
results by August, then Congress
should consider all options includ
ing a redefinition o f our mission
and a gradual but significant with
drawal o f our troops next year,” she
said. Like Hagel and Smith, Collins
is coming up on a 2(K)8 re-election
campaign.
Democrats have long argued
that Republicans must choose
between a politically unpopular
war on the one hand and a presi
dent of their own party on the
other.
The legislation requires a troop
withdrawal to begin July 1 if Bush
cannot certify that the Iraqi gov
ernment is making progress in dis
arming militias, reducing sectarian
violence and forging political
agreements, otherwise by Oct. 1.
While the beginning o f a with
drawal is mandated, the balance of
the pullback is merely advisory, to
take place by April 1,2008.
Troops could remain after that
date to conduct counterterrorism
missions, protect U.S. facilities and
personnel and train Iraqi security
forces.
The war aside. Democrats
included more than $10 billion in
the legislation that Bush did not
ask for. Included was $3.5 billion
for the victims o f Hurricane
Katrina; $2.3 billion for homeland
security and smaller amounts for
rural schools, firefighting, chil
dren’s health care and other pro
grams.
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D em ocratic
presidential
debate
focuses on
w ar in Iraq
Nedra Pickier
ASSOCIATED PRESS

O RA N G EB U R G ,
S.C. —
Democratic presidential candidates
criticized President Bush over the
Iraq war Thursday night in the first
debate o f their campaign, and
urged him to reconsider his threat
to veto legislation to begin with
drawing U.S. troops.
“If this president does not get us
out of Iraq, when I am president, 1
will,” said Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton of New York.
In
the
debate’s
opening
moments, Clinton also found her
self on the receiving end of criti
cism, when former North Carolina
Sen. John Edwards said she or any
one else who voted to authorize it
should “search their conscience.”
Edwards, in the Senate at the
time, also cast his vote for the inva
sion, but he has since apologized
for it.
O f eight contenders on the
debate stage at South Carolina State
University, four voted earlier in the
day when the Senate completed
congressional action on legislation
that requires the beginning of a
troop withdrawal from Iraq by Oct.
1. The legislation sets a goal of a
complete withdrawal o f April 1,
2008.
“We are one signature away from
ending this war,” said Sen. Barack
Obama, D-Ill. He said if Bush
won’t change his mind. Democrats
need to work on rounding up
enough Republican votes to over
ride his veto.
In addition to Clinton and
Obama, Sens. Joe Biden of
Delaware and Chris Dodd o f
Connecticut also cast votes earlier
in the day in favor of the legisla
tion.
New
Mexico
Gov.
Bill
Richardson, former Alaska Sen.
Mike
Gravel,
Rep.
Dennis
Kucinich of Ohio and Edwards also
took part in the debate.
Bush
is barred
by
the
Constitution from running for reelection next fall, and the result is
an extraordinarily early start to the
campaign to succeed him.
The debate was 90 minutes long
without opening or closing state
ments from the candidates. Instead,
each of the eight fielded questions
in turn.
While Iraq dominated the
debate’s early moments, Edwards
was asked about having paid for a
$400 haircut from campaign dona
tions rather than from his own wal
let.
“That was a mistake, which we
remedied,” he said. A wealthy for
mer trial lawyer, he recalled once
having gone to dinner at a restau
rant as a young child and having to
leave because his father could not
afford the prices.
“ I’ve not forgotten where 1 came
from,” he s,iid.
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Prosecuton Detroit police
sergeant forced couples to
e r^ a ^ in sex acts
Corey Williams
ASSCK lATEI) 1'K.FSS

I)ETk(')IT — A police sergeant is
accused of pulling couples over with
his cruiser and forcing them to
engage in sex acts while he watched,
threatening them with penalties if
they refused.
Detroit Sgt. Roosevelt Tidwell, 39,
pleaded not guilty Thursday and has
been suspended from his job with
pay.
A 21 -year-old 1fetroit woman told
investigators that she and a male
friend were driving through
Cdiandler Park early on Feb. 7 when
a Detroit police officer pulled them
over.
The officer took their identifica
tion and got in the back seat of her
car, then told the male friend to per
form a sex act on the woman,
according to court records. He
threatened them with a a $.S()U ticket
if they didn’t, according to court
records.
The woman said the officer also
fondled her breast and forced her to
fondle him. The officer then told her
to get out of the car and demanded
her cell phone number.
Wayne C'ounty Prosecutor Kym
Worthy said fidwell later called the
woman several times. The woman
secretly taped at least one call and

gave the tape to investigators.
Tidwell confronted two other
women and two men early April 14,
Worthy said.
They told investigators the officer
pulled up to their vehicle in a police
car, took their identification and told
them they could go to jail (sr perform
sex acts while he watched.
The women were told to perform
sex acts on the two men, and one
couple was forced to have inter
course, according to court records.
The victims said that the officer
shone his flashlight on them and that
they saw him masturbating. When a
second patrol car approached, they
said, the officer told them to stop and
“be cool” before waving the other
patrol car away.
A iiKigistrate entered the not guilty
plea to charges including five counts
of first-degree criminal sexual con
duct. Tidwell is being held in the
Wayne (AUinty jail in lieu of SI mil
lion bail.
1)efense lawyer Fred Walker, argu
ing for a low bail amount, told
Lockhart that Tidwell has been mar
ried IS years and spent 22 years in
the military and 12 years with the
police department.
Tidwell also voluntarily met with
the police department’s internal
affairs investigators several d.iys ago.
Walker said.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
jack Valenti, the former White
House aide and film industry
lobbyist who instituted the
modern movie ratings system
and guided Hollywood from
the censorship era to the digital
age, died Thursday. Fie was 85.
Vilenti had a stroke m March
and was hospitalized for several
w'eeks at Johns Hopkins
University Medical (Tmter in
Baltimore.
He died of complications of
the stroke at his Washington,
D.(7, home, said Seth Oster of
the Motion Picture Association
of America.
• • •
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
—
Seven-year-old
Kebin
Reyes was taken from his bed
during an immigration raid and
illegally held for 1(1 hours,
according to a civil rights law
suit filed Thursday against fed
eral officials.
“ I want to know why I was
n’t able to get care for my
child,” said Kebin’s father Noe
Reyes, a Guatemalan immi
grant arrested during the
March (> enforcement raid but
since released on bond pending
the resolution of his immigra
tion case.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
— David Huckabee, a son of
Republican presidential candi
date Mike Huckabee, was arrest
ed at an Arkansas airport
Thursday after a federal X-ray
technician detected a loaded
Cilock pistol in his carry-on lug
gage. “I removed the bag and
asked Mr. Huckabee if he knew
what he had in the bag,” Little
Rock police officer Arthur
Nugent wrote in a report after
being summoned to a security
checkpoint. “Ffe replied he did
now.”
• • •
CONCORD, N.H (AP) —
New Hampshire is set to become
the fourth state to offer civil
unions for gay couples with leg
islation approved Thursday and
sent to Ciov.John Lynch, who has
said he would sign it.
“This legislation is a matter of
conscience, fairness and of pre
venting discrimination,” said
governor’s spokesman C\)lin
Manning. “It is in keeping with
New 1Limpshire's proud tradi
tion of preventing discrimina
tion.”
Shortly after the I )eniocraticcontrolled Senate passed the bill
14-10 along party lines, one of
the state’s best-known gay resi
dents told The Associated Press
he would use it.

MOSCOW (AP) — President
Vladimir Putin threatened on
Thursday to suspend Russia’s
compliance with a key European
arms control treaty, accusing the
United States and NATO of
undermining regional stability
with its plan to extend an
American missile shield to central
Europe.
Secretary of State t'ondoleezza
Rice fired back by insisting
Moscow' should live up to its
obligations under the treaty, which
limits the number and locations of
military aircraft, tanks and other
non-nuclear heavy weapons
around Europe. She called Russia’s
concerns “purely ludicrous” in a
news conference at a meeting of
NATO foreign ministers in Oslo.
Norway.
• • •
MOGADISHU,
Somalia
(AP) — Somalia’s government
claimed victory over an Islamic
insurgency I hursday just hours
after a surge in violence killed 58
people in the capital, but diplo
mats said they were skeptical the
worst fighting in more than 15
years had ended.
Somali troops and their
Ethiopian allies have been trying
to wipe out the insurgents since
kite March, with the unrelenting
rain of mortar shells and artillery
taking the highest toll on civilians.
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L e t stu d en ts know

L e t s tu d en ts know

A B O U T YOU

A B O U T YOU

Reduce your student loan payments
up to 60% and free up some cash to:
if

i.:

P a y re n t
Upgrade your wlieelB »

Go on a d a te
Vacation in Mexico

Gtot a tattoo

Buy bling

Pay your parents back
Pay your friends back

D e c o ra te y o u r c r ib
stop living off the dollar menu

The Federal Student Iioan Department at American Student Loan Services
has helped thousands of students save millions of dollars in unnecessary interest through this free Federal
program. Our unique knowledge in student loan consolidation can positively impact your future success.

You are pre-qualiiied for this Federal Consolidation
Program based on the fact that 3tou have student loans.

Consider the advantages of
student loan consolidation:
One low nnonthly payment - saving you up to 60%

Your Current

Old

New

Graduated

Loan A m ount

Paym ent

Paym ent

Paym ent

$ 2 0 ,0 0 0

$235

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0

$470

$ 6 0 ,0 0 0

$704

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

$1174

$151
$273
$384
$640

Ì $110
$221
$331
1
$552
i

Exainpte shows new payment

--____________

figuFsd at the toweet Federal rate, prior to additiorwl tender beneftta ,

Assumee exterxled terms. Deferment optiom and ail Substdized Loans transfer over.

CaU 888-578-0422
or visit www.AmericanStndentLoan.com
Monday-Friday:9 a.m .-ll p.m. Eastern; 6 a.m.-8 p.m. Pacific
Saturday: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Eastern; 6 a.m.-3 p.m. Pacific

e

'

Rates as low as 4.5%
1% interest rate reduction after 36 on-time
monthly payments
Additional .25% rate reduction for monthly auto-pay
Deferment options available - No monthly
payments during times of hardship
No prepayment penalties - 100% of the additional
payment goes to principal for early payoff
There are no credit checks or fees
The Federal application process is simple
and takes just a few minutes

A M E R IC A N S T U D E N T LO A N S E R V IC E S
F E D E R A L S T U D E N T LO A N D E P A R T M E N T

HO rnTuai l i f t b i h i h d .
w w w .Am eiicanStudentLoan.com
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Anr, there be an M usical duo visits SLO
opera acom ind Traveling couple returns to tell talesfrom abroad
Jared Cleaver
Daniella Orihuela>Gruber

MUSTANG DAILY
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The musical duo of Steve
Harding and Elizabeth Wright will
be performing at Borders Books &
Music this weekend. In addition, the
couple plans to show their new
video, which will also be available at
the store.
“We’re in the process of doing a
Borders tour to promote the album
and the video,” Harding said. “We’ll
be doing some particular cuts from
the album, and we also have the first
video, which goes with song one of
our ‘Troubadour’ album. The video
is available on Cd)-Rom.”
Additionally, Harding has released
a musical radio play called
“Cobblestones,” which details many
of his real-life experiences in the
early to mid 1970s.
“It’s basically about our adven
tures and misadventures in Europe;
living in Spain, Amsterdam and just
traveling around Europe,” Harding
said. “(The radio play) is with a band
of American troubadours, and an
Irish banjo player.”
On the couple’s MySpace page,
listeners can hear the song “Down n
Out In Amsterdam,” a blues-like
track which chronicles some of
Harding’s experiences in Holland.
Although the music incorporates
elements of several genres of music,
Harding says that his songs are right
ly classified as “Americana.”
“ I’ve been delving into various
styles of American music for years,
with some elements of Irish Folk,”
he said. “I visited Ireland and played
in the pubs over there, so I’ve always
had somewhat of an Irish influence.”

Before Johnny Depp hits the
aters once more as C^aptain jack
Sparrow, a different kind of pirate
conies to San Luis Obispo.
The Royal ('arl Rosa Opera
Company
returns
to
the
Christopher Cohan Center this
Saturday at 8 p.m. with the swash
buckling opera “The Pirates of
Penzance.”
According to the Performing
Arts Center, the show is almost
sold out.
Cal Poly music professor Alyson
McLamore will be giving a pre
show lecture at 7 p.m. in the
Philips Recital Hall.
The opera company came to
Cal Poly last April with their pro
duction o f “The Mikado,” which
played to a sold out crowd.
“The Pirates of Penzance” of
“The Slave of Duty” was written
by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur
Sullivan. The two-act light opera
premiered almost simultaneously
in New York and England in
December of 1879. It is an audi
ence favorite and arguably one of
the best-known comedic operas of
all o f its 127 years in production.
The Royal Carl Rosa Opera
Company is Britain’s only profes
sional touring company dedicated
almost entirely to performing the
operas of Gilbert and Sullivan.
This production o f“The Pirates of
Penzance” won the International
Award for Operetta and Best
Director and Best Production at
the Gilbert & Sullivan Festivals in
San Francisco and Philadelphia.
For this tour, the company has

COURTESY PHOTO

The Royal Carl Rose Opera
Company brings its production
of the famous opera “The Pirates
of Penzance” to San Luis Obispo.
recreated the original period set
tings and costumes.
The Royal Carl Rosa Opera
Company was established in 1873
by German violinist Carl August
Nicholas Rosa and immediately
enjoyed success. The company
closed in I960 but was revived by
Peter Mulloy and musical director
Wyn Davies. They now tour
around the world performing
operas such as “ HMS Pinafore,”
“The Merry Widow,” “lolanthe,”
“Yeoman of the Guard,” “The
Gondoliers”
and
“Die
Fledermaus.”
Tickets are $42 to $54. Student
discounts are available at the
Performing Arts C enter’s box
office.

Liston to somsthlng
NEW on yoor iPod
FREE

Podcasts
podcasts podcasts podcasts
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Folk singers Elizabeth Wright and Steve Harding recendy traveled
throughout Europe, and have turned their adventiu^ into a radio musical.
Although Harding is from South
Dakota and Wright is from the East
Bay, the pair has been living in San
Luis Obispo County for several
years now.
“Elizabeth and I have been per
forming together for about a year,”
Harding said. “We started out work
ing on the video, and figured out we
had a lot in common, on screen and
off — she’s my girlfriend, and has
been for about a year now. So, we’re
working together, co-producing the
videos. And we’re looking to get the
album, with two videos, on world
wide release via the net in July. It’s
sold well in limited stores that we’ve
test-marketed it in, in Santa Barbara
and Goleta, so we’re looking to get
international distribution.”
The couple will be filming this
weekend’s performance for a docu

mentary that they hope to release in
the near future.
“just come on out, and have fun,
and I’m sure you’ll enjoy it,” Wright
said.
“All ages are welcome, from 1 to
99,” Harding added. “Students
would appreciate our music a lot, I
think.
It has something to say
behind it, and I believe it has a good,
positive message. Basically, our
motto is that we play the kind of
music that makes plants grow, and
doesn’t kill them.”
Wright says that their CDs and
videos will soon be available on
their
Web
site,
www.myspace.com/steveandelizabeth.This weekend’s concert will be
on Saturday, at Borders Books &
Music at 243 Madonna Road in San
Luis Obispo.

• Club Banquets
• Fraternity/ Sorority
Formals & Dances
• Department Awards
Dinners
• Greek Dinner
Service Program
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• 1667 John Milton sells the copyright o f “ Paradise Lost” for ^£10.
• 1810 Beethoven com poses his fam ous piano piece, “ Für Elise.”
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• 1950 The Group Areas Act is passed in South Africa formally segregating
races.

I

• 1974 10,000 people march in Wash., D.C., calling for im peachm ent o f N ixon.

Reunited Rage to rile up fens at Coachella
Popular '9 0 s rockers Rage Against the M achine come together one more tim e
Alex Jones
T m n.M iY A / r « : (S a n D
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When Kagc .Against the Mac hine
broke up in 2000, I was too yonn^
to realize the significance the group
had in the U.S. and abroad. Hut
when Audioslave emerged with
three of Kage's four ineinbers and
Cdiris Clornell of Soundgarden dur
ing iny senior year of high school, 1
was hooked from the start.
Not long after Audioslave
released its third studio album,
"Revelations," in September, two
m.tjor announcements took me by
Mirpnse. First, guitarist Tom
■Vlorello, drummer lirad Wilk and
bassist Tim
C'oinmerford of
Audioslave were joining vocalist
/.ack de la Rocha of Rage Against
the Machine again. Second, Morello
winild be releasing his first solo
album under his alias, 1‘he
Nightwatchman.
It
turns
out,
The
Nightwatchman and Rage Against
the Machine are both scheduled to
perform this weekend at the

Coachella Valley Music and Arts
Festival.
Though Morello’s new release
“One Man Revolution” has familiar
themes, such as social inec|uality, and
he urges the public to act, his voice
is much deeper than de la Rocha’s,
almost to the point of sounding
unnatural. The johnny C'ash-style
vocals and acoustic guitar are sur
prisingly upbeat for some esf the
issues he tackles, such as unionizing,
lying politicians who only care
about oil and girls who lose their
fathers in America and Iraq.
Morello, who last performed in
San Diego in 2()H4 as The
Nightwatchman at the Del Mar
Fairgrounds in support of Michael
Moore, and his alias are similar to
the yin and yang.
"Uy d.iy. Tin an organizer and an
activist, a guy who believes in rally
ing the troops and standing up in an
uncomproniising way for social jus
tice.” he said in a press release. “The
Nightwatchman believes in bitter
ness and revenge.”
Unlike Morello’s new folk sound.

Rage’s distinguished, politically dri
ven music catalog includes de la
Rocha’s angry yelling on hits such
as “Killing In The Name,”“Bulls C^n
Parade” and “Renegades O f Funk”
from the albums “Ikage Against The
Machine,” “ Evil Empire” and
“ Renegades,” respectively. Aside
from the aforementioned records,
one can only hope the band will
pl.iy songs such as “(iuerrilla
Radio.” “Testify,” “Sleep Now In
The Fire” and “Born O f A Broken
Man” from its strongest album “The
Battle O f Los Angeles.”
Regardless of the set, the group is
making history as one of the many
bands to announce reunion perfor
mances m the past year. Rage
Against the Machine will close out
the three-d,iy festival that includes
acts such as the Red Hot Cdiili
Peppers, Paul van Dyk, The Black
Keys and Interpol.
As a side note to Audioslave fans
— myself included — all we can do
is hope that C'ornelTs and Morello’s
solo careers don’t prevent a reunion.

UH'KITSY m o l o

Heavy metal rockers “Rage Against the Machine” officially broke up in
2000. The band will reunite at the C’.oachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.

C o ad id la gets new l a u ^
Comedians o f Comedy join concert lineup
Kim Swain
T ilt: D a il y A z t e c : (S a n D ie o o S t a t e U.)

For nearly a decade, Coachella
has showcased the cutting edge in
musical and artistic talents. This
year, something new and a little dif
ferent was added to the bill.
You may have looked at the line
up and seen the name Comedians
of Comedy and thought to yciurself, “That’s an odd name for a
band,” when, in fact, it’s no band at
all: It’s a bunch of wiseass comedi
ans.
Comedians of Comedy is an
obvious, but nonetheless funny, play
on The Original Kings of Comedy.
Unlike the Kings, the Comedians
are what some call indie or alterna
tive comedians because they often
eschew comedy clubs for indierock venues. Their material is edgi
er, more random, less gimmicky,
sometimes darker and almost alw.iys
more hilarious than mainstream
comedy — even funnier than Dane
CTiok. ((iasp!)
The original Comedians of
C'omedy are Patton Oswalt (“The
King of Queens”), Brian Posehn

(“just Shoot Me!” and “The Sarah
Silverman
Program”),
Maria
Bamford
(“Comedy
Central
Presents”) and Zach Galifianakis
(“Out Cold” and “Bubble Boy”).
Each performer has his or her
distinct comedic style and delivery.
Oswalt rants, sometimes talking
about serious topics such as his dis
taste for President Bush and reli
gion (he’s an atheist), but still man
ages to keep it funny without being
too preachy. Posehn’s humor is
often self-deprecating when he
talks about his status as a “huge
metal dork” for more than three
decades, what it’s like being mar
ried to someone hotter than you
and how he’s seen as “the old
creepy guy” at rock concerts.
As the only female comedian on
tour, Bamford holds her own using
her uniquely high-pitched voice,,
which she said others often find
annoying, to her advantage in her
routines. She tells interesting stories
about her everyday life using a
number of hilarious voice imper
sonations of people such as her
mom, talent agent and former boss
from when she worked as a temp.

Unlike the other comedians,
who often tell longer stories with
clear transitions in between,
(>alifianakis’ act is random. He uses
a lot of short stories and one-liners
— “At what age do you tell a high
way It’s adopted?” — while deliver
ing each anecdote in a deadpan
manner.
The four comedians toured
together in fall 2004 and it was
filmed documentary-style and
released on DVD in 2005. Then,
another tour by the comedians was
documented and shown on
Comedy Central in six episodes
over the summer in 2005.The most
recent DVD release from the origi
nal four IS a live show at the El Rey
Theatre in Los Angeles.
O ther risk-taking comedians
such as David O oss (“Arrested
Development” and “Mr. Show”)
have guest starred on tour with
Oswalt, Posehn, Bamford and
Cialifianakis. This
Friday
at
CTiachella, fellow alternative come
dians Hard N ’ Phirm, Aziz Ansari,
Howard Kremer and jasper Redd
will perform under the name
Comedians of Comedy as well.
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Gcicid fboci dance, m annas found in Chile
ola from Santiago, Chile!
For those who do not
know, that would be
located in South America! As of
today, I have been living in this con
tinent for nine months and 16 days.
It’s pretty unreal how the time flies
and I would never even consider
changing a single experience or
memory for anything! Because
Chile is located in the Southern
Hemisphere, 1 had an awesome
three month summer vacation, start
ing in December. 1 also had the
opportunity to backpack through
Torres del Paine in Southern Chile,
visit Machu Picchu in Peru, party in
Rio de Janeiro during Carnaval as
well as live for five weeks in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. And although I live
in Chile, I am choosing to relate my
experiences of my time in Buenos
Aires, a city just as equally intrigu
ing, interesting, culturally colorful
and beautiful (though completely
different) as Santiago.
1 started off my summer vacation
on Nov. 26 with a 7:30 a.m. flight
to Buenos Aires, Argentina. I was
going to be living in a random
apartment, with random roommates
(that i had discovered on craigslist...
weird that they even have craigslist
in South America!) in a strange city
— without friends — for five weeks
smack dab in downtown. I had
come to the conclusion that it was
completely necessary that I remove
myself from my Chilean (very
American-English-filled) life and
submerge myself in Spanish.
Because I had been living in C3hile
for four months already, my Spanish
was pretty good and had no prob
lem figuring out a new city.
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Amy Streeter (right) at Machu Picchu.

However, little did I know that I
would fall in love with the city and
all it has to offer.
To begin, Buenos Aires is a huge
and pretty diverse city. There are
about 16 million habitants (almost
three times the size of Santiago) and
the city is never ending with sites to
see, places to go, or things to buy!
The first thing that is clear is that
their stereotypical obsession with
fútbol, aka soccer, is completely true.
Sarah l^hillips and 1 were able to
wimess it when there was a soccer
championship between the two
most famous teams in Buenos Aires,
La Boca Juniors and Los
Estudiantes. We tried to go to a
sports bar to see the spectacle, but
discovered that it had been full of
reservations for the last week in
anticipation of the game. And this
was only a bar!

Argentina is also famous for its
Tango shows. I had the opportuni
ty to attend a show at the famous
Cafe Tortoni and take several tango
lessons myself. It’s very hard and it
requires so much control, but it’s also
one of the most beautiful and sensu
al dances I have attempted to learn.
But perhaps it just isn’t my thing.
There are also plenty of street shows
for pedestrian entertainment where
you can watch and eveji possibly
learn a dance a little (for a small fee
of course).
Argentina’s food was also fantastic
(really, their meat IS that good),
though I’m going to have to say my
favorite part of the city was (of
course) its men, though perhaps for
reasons other than them being
absolutely gorgeous: They still
haven’t lose their chivalry!!
(However, I will admit, this is prob

ably due to the fact that they, are a
very macho society.) Now, 1 under
stand that there are among you
North American men those who are
gendemen, as I’m sure women will
agree with me when I say they’re
just harder and harder to find! To
give you all an idea of the typical
Argentinian guy. I’ll tell you of a
friend of mine I met there. I was
not allowed to open the door, pour
my own drink, order, or walk on the
side of traffic in case an oncoming
car suddenly swerved off the road.
Also, he always had to be in between
me and the beggar on the side of the
road (yes, I know, a bit extreme,
especially for someone unaccus
tomed to really anything at all ...
but hey, it’s the thought that counts,
right?)
So yes, Buenos Aires is fantastic
and I’m already trying to figure out
some way to go back and live there,
but it does have its downsides as
well. There’s a different kind of
poverty that you don’t really see in
Chile, lots of homeless people, too
many of them being children, and
very severe classism. Also, the parties
don’t even really start until 3 a.m.!!
Half the time in C'alifornia, the keg
ran out four hours ago!
Traveling through Latin America
is safe. It’s cheap, and 1 have met
some of the most interesting people!
Living abroad has given me the most
amazing experiences I could ask for
and I would encourage everyone to
live abroad at some point in their
lives. The different perspectives one
can gain from such an experience
are invaluable and help open our
eyes to the world beyond the
United States.
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magine this: You are filling
out a form. On this form,
you are forced to choose one
word. That word is your only form
of identity.
Only one word, two if it’s a con
junction, to describe yourself for
the government’s statistical data.
What did you choose? Was it
hobby-related? Was it religious?
Was it ethnic?
How many times have you had
to choose “other"?
If you’re confused. I’m talking
about those little lists they give you
to describe your ethnic back
ground. Your choices are usually
Caucasian, Hispanic, African, Asian
and so on. And then there’s “other.”
“Other” generally implies that
you don’t fit into whatever ethnic
ities are mentioned, or that you
have more than one ethnicity.
Sometimes it’s listed as “mixed.”
You’re of mixed blood; mulatto is
the more derogatory term for it.
Not much better than “other,” I
feel.
Is it just me or does “other” have
some kind of bad stigma attached
to it? Interracial marriage used to
be fnnvned upon, I know, but does
this taboo still persist?
Tod.iy, no one is limited to just
one idcntirs’. Our identities come

I

finm everywhere. Hobbies, per
sonalities, where we live or have
lived, who we were born to, etc.
These days it’s no surprise that our
individual racial identities are
becoming multi-racial identities at
the speed of light.
I have the unique pleasure of
being of Jewish and Peruvian
descent at the same time. Two sep
arate identities from two separate
parents, each with a different cul
tural meaning. Both a part of one
person.
I am Latina and C'aucasian. I
h.ive a history with both. One side
of my family are Holocaust sur
vivors and the other literally con
quered Peru more than 5(M) years
ago. I may be the whitest Latina I
know, but I can’t just pick out one
without feeling like I should have
put down the other one too.
What I’d like to know is why
am I and countless others limited
to only one? My friends who are
Mexican, Italian and Jewish or
Korean and French, why do we
have to choose one or the “other”
when both are equally stmng to
us? We embrace all our ethnic parts
and pride ourselves on being in
those cultures.
Its not my idea to somehow
slight those who fit neatly into one

category or to suddenly include
every type of ethnicity known to
man, but wouldn’t it be nice to be
able to choose more than one?
Why can’t there be a “check all
that apply” option?
O f course, as soon as these
words come out of my mouth,
some people will try to brush off a
“check all that apply” option ofr'
reasoning that you can’t do that
because it would create 3/5 of a
person or some other kind of frac
tion. My answer to that is, not if all
the other 2/5 are counted too. And
imagine what kind of data we
would have! It would be child’s
play to count how many people
are multi-racial and we’d have a
much better idea o f how
American diversit>- works.
Some could say that it would
be too big of a hassle or that it
would take up too much taxpayer
money or something silly like
that, but honestly, the US. proba
bly just spent about a billion just
to push daylight savings time ear
lier by three weeks, not to men
tion how badly we’re in debt fn>m
the war. Politics aside, it doesn’t
seem like our government would
n't be willing to change this.
It comes down to this; It's time

we stopped our European colonial
period thinking. It’s not just those
of European descent and those
who are not anymore. Those of
mixed blood are not looked down
upon like second-class citizens, nor
should they be forced to choose
one side so they can fit in the
world’s sheep pens.
America, I don’t want to be an
“other” anymore. Comprende?
DanieUa Orilmcla-Grubcr is a
iourttalism sophomore ami Mustani’
Daily staff uritcr.
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Draft
continued from page 12

fighting till' burden of being .i
potential No. 1 did a year ago. Such
a drop could cost Quinn a lot of
money.
“ I don’t care about money, 1 care
about football,” Quinn
said
Thursday at a media session in New
York for potential top picks. “Look
at it this way: the lower I go, the
better chance I have a chance of
playing for a winning team.”
The other subplot to this draft is
behavior.
There is supposed to be increased
scrutiny on players who misbehaved
in college — whether on the field
or off — following a season in
which nine Cincinnati Bengals
were arrested and a variety of other
players were in trouble for a variety
of other reasons. Earlier this month,
conimissioner Roger Goodell sus
pended Adam “Pacnian” Jones of

Desme
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Shown in a 3-0 Big West Conference win over visiting Long Beach
State on April 7, Cal Poly senior catcher Jackie Gehrke-Jones is second
on the team with a .389 batting average this season.

Softball
continued from page 12

the
plate, great
offensively.
Physically, she’s having her best year.
She’s making her impact behind the
plate, defensively, setting the tone.
She runs the show well from behind
the plate.”
Gehrke-Jones has started all 45
games she has appeared in this sea
son and is second on the team in
batting average (.389).
The catalyst all season for Cal
Poly’s offense has been senior center
fielder Lisa Modglin, who is fifth
among all Division I players in aver
age (.489), third in slugging per
centage (.993), ninth in homers per
game (0.37) and 11th in runs scored
per game (1.12).
Cal Poly is still unranked, but
appears to be in good shape as far as
at-large berths for the NCAA
Tournament go.
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Then again, that appeared to be
the case in both 1997 and 2005,
years in which the Mustangs were
controversially excluded from the
tournament because of the selec
tion committee s strength-of-schedule concerns. Cal Poly is 32nd
among 277 Division 1 teams in the
FullySports.com
Ratings
Percentage Index rankings, which
are the most widely recognized
simulation of the NCAA’s secret
RPI formula used to determine
what teams are worthy of reaching
the postseason.
Still, Condon knows that nothing
is guaranteed unless the Mustangs
win the Big West.They are current
ly one game ahead of second-place
Pacific (32-15, 7-2 Big West).
“Our goal the entire year has
been to win the conference,”
Condon said. “That guarantees us a
spot in the postseason and that’s our
only guarantee to make it.”

continued from page 12

“I lead mainly by example, 1 try to
help the younger guys if they need it,
but mosdy 1 try to just go out and do
my job,” Desme said.
In addition to garnering collegiate
attention, Desme has caught the eye
of more than a few professional
scouts. In fact, Lee expects Desme to
be selected in the first three rounds of
the Major League Baseball First-Year
Player Draft in June.

Triathlon
continued from page 12

Alabama’s spring intra-squad football
scrimmage. Our race was pretty large
with 1,(KK) triathletes representing
more than 80 schools from around
the country competing. But the
triathlon was a tiny blip on the
Tuscaloosa sports scene compared to
this game.
The scrimmage sold out BryantDenny Stadium with more than
90,000 fans attending the game.They
even had to turn people away — for
a spring scrimmage.

lennessee
for a year and
( iiieinnati’s Cdiris Henry for eight
games tor their misbehavior. More
suspensions could be upcoming.
But at least one player with a
checkered past, cornerback Eric
Wright, is likely to be drafted in the
first round. Wright was charged
with rape while at Southern
California, but the charges were
dropped, he transferred to UNLV
and seems to have passed most
teams’ character tests.
In an odd twist, after a report
leaked out that three of the top
players — Johnson, Louisville
defensive tackle Aniobi C')koye, and
Cdemson defensive end Gaines
Adams — acknowledged at the
scouting combine that they had
used marijuana, the reaction to
those revelations seemed to be pos
itive. What college kid, many NFL
types asked, didn’t try the drug at
some point? And weren't these
three more honest than others who

Hditor's tioic:A pm n n r of what Cai
Poly football players Courtney lirown
and Kyle Shotu>ell expect for N l'L
Draft weekend ran in the Mustang
Daily on Thursday. It can still he riewed
online, along with a free JO-niinute
podcast discussing the draft, at
wuni>. mustangdaily.com.

If taken in the first round, Desme
would be the third Cal Poly player
selected in the first round, joining
catcher John Orton (25th overall by
the Angels in 1987) and pitcher
Garrett Olson (48th overall by the
Orioles in 2005) as the only
Mustangs to be selected in the first
round.
“I expect him to go, (if drafted),”
Lee said. “1 think he’s ready for pro
fessional baseball. He should be able
to get a substantial signing bonus and
take care of his education in the off

season.
Desme said he has received contact
from every major league team, but
has no interest in which team drafts
him.
“1 don’t really care at this point, I
just want the opportunity to play pro
ball,” Desme said. “I try not to worry
about it too much.”
Desme and the Mustangs (21-20)
visit Fresno State (26-21) in a threegame series tonight through Sunday
before returning home to face UC
Davis on May 11.

creep in. 1 was severely untrained for
the race because of a knee injury
that cost me three weeks of training.
My hope of a top-10 finish was
now just a pipe-dream, but my team
desperately needed me to step up to
score valuable points.
The overall team competition is
scored on the places of the top three
men and women from each team.
This would be my last Collegiate
Nationals competition, and I was
determined to go out with a bang.

I was already cramping on the bike.
I tried to stay positive, but the doubt
crept into my head as I leapt off the
bike, threw on my running shoes
and headed out for the last leg of my
race.
As soon as the road started to
incline, my legs nearly stopped
moving. My calves, quads and ham
strings all seized at once, making it
nearly impossible to get up the hill.
But 1 pushed on.
I barely remember the last two
miles as 1 fought the pain that spread
through my entire body. I managed
to muster one last surge to th* fin
ish. 1 had pushed my body to the
limit, and finally, I could rest.
1 ended up placing first for Cal
Poly and 25th overall. I was satisfied
with my race considering my level
of fitness. Our team turned in a solid
performance as well, placing tied for
fifth with Montana, last year’s cham
pion.
Sophomore Gordon Withers and
senior Anthony Yount also scored
points for our men’s team. Senior
Tamara Presser, graduate student
Melissa Barrett and freshman Shana
Strange led the charge for our
women’s team.
Nothing really compares to the
feeling of accomplishment after fin
ishing a triathlon. The feeling was
magnified knowing that I represent
ed my school and was an integral
part of a team.

Day 4
Race day.
A 7 a.m. start time meant a 4 a.m.
wake-up call. I barely slept the night
Day 3
before
for a couple reasons — I
The day before the race. We
checked in at the athlete village and over-hydrated at dinner and had to
get up several times to pee, and I was
picked up our race packets.
This is when the nerves started to anxious to get the race over with. I
knew 1 would have to put forth a
huge effort to finish with the other
elite athletes in the field.
I went through my morning rou
tine the same way I have for the last
50 or so triathlons I have competed
Melissa Montecuollo
for
the
“on-the-hour”
rushes
own
salad.
The
lettuce
used
is
in. 1 thought about all the hard work
CAMPUS DINING STAFF WRITER
I have poured into this sport for the
a combination of Romalne and when students don’t have
last few years and how this was my
The Avenue got a new fresh Red Leaf, which comes with a tim e to w ait for a hot
last opportunity to represent my
look during Spring Break, variety of fixings, “Including sandwich.
school at a national competition.
According to Jarvis, the
with many added features baby corn, my favorite,” said
I looked around at the sea of
Luke.
lines at City Deli have a
and foods.
bikes in the transition area and
Since the salad bar took the tendency to be extremely
thought how special this moment
One of the more apparent
was. I looked into my teammates’
new features is the salad bar, p lace w here p a strie s and long. “If people don’t have
eyes
and saw the electricity and
usually offered only during bagels used to be, they were time to wait they can grab a
focus in their faces. It was time to
summer quarter. The Avenue then moved to the beverage hearty burrito [from the
lay down the hammer.
decided to bring the feature island. New “upscale” pastries cabinet] and take it with
I surged through the crowded
out early due to popular will also be com ing soon, them.”
0.9-mile swim to exit the water
near the lead group of athletes. The
During the breakfast hours
demand. The plan is to offer including things like biscotti,
bike
portion of the race has tradi
the salad bar all year round. accord in g to A venue lead the express cabinet features
tionally been my time to shine, and
hot and fresh steak and egg
**lt’s high quality salad,” cashier, Mary Jarvis.
today was no different. I powered
Another popular feature is burritos. During the lunch
s a id A v e n u e A s s is ta n t
along the 25-mile route like a man
Supervisor, Ja so n Luke. the e x p r e s s c a b in e t for hours fresh pork or tri- tip
possessed. I gained momentum after
every person 1 passed. Everything
W h ile th e t r a d it io n a l Tapango’s burritos and fresh sandwiches are available to
was going better than planned until
prepackaged salads are still hot sandwiches. The efficient grab and go.
my legs started to cramp with about
“It’s nice to have more hot
offered, customers now have new feature, located at the
five miles left on the bike.
the choice to customize their Beverage Island, is designed options available on-the-go,"
This was a horrible sign of things
said Jarvis.
to come. I knew the 6.2-mile run
would be a monumental struggle if
paid advertisement

New at The Avenue

didn’t acknowledge they used it?
There is a consensus on the top
10 phiyers, although not all will go
in the top 10 simply because drafts
never quite work that way. They
include Russell; C.Juinn; Johnson;
Adams, Okoye; Oklahoma running
back Adrian Eeterson; offensive
tackles Joe Thomas *of Wisconsin
and Levi Brown of Eenn State; safe
ty LaRon Landry of LSU; and cor
nerback Leon Hall of Michigan.
But the focus is on Quinn, who
has been analyzed and overana
lyzed. He could go to Detroit at
No. 2, Cleveland at No. 3, or per
haps fall as low as ninth to Miami.

Post-Race Party
At the awards ceremony, different
schools dressed up in wacky cos
tumes and danced while enjoying
the festivities. We celebrated as if we
had just won a national champi
onship. The details may not be suit
able to print, but let’s just say a good
time was had by all.
From the pageantry surrounding
the race to the beautiful Southern
scenery to our Wal-Mart adventure,
I enjoyed everything about
Alabama.
That said, it sure was nice to
come home.
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Sharks shut out Red W ings 2 -0 , take 1-0 lead in West semis
Larry Lage

Matt Carle and Mike Grier scored
midway through the first period and
Evgeni Nabokov made 34 saves to
DETROIT — The San Jose
lead San Jose to a 2-0 victory over
Sharks seizecJ the momentum with
1)etroit on Thursday night in Game
the first goal of the series and then
1 of the Western Conference semifi
stunned the Detroit Red Wings by nals.
scoring again 24 seconds later.

ASSOC IATED I'KESS

S it e

Nabokovs shutout was his first
this postseason and the fifth of his
career in the playoffs. He was tied for
second in the NHL with seven dur
ing the regular season.
Dominik Hasek had to make just
17 saves because the Sharks played

jlQ f k 8h ne0^

Crossword

E d ited by W ill S h o rtz

No. 0316

Across

31 Washington
capital‘s
1 "Same here'
33
Make a sacrifice,
6 Journey part
perhaps
9 A A A offering
34 Treason
13 Backless
42
Affairs
furniture
43
Producer of
15 Lei go
many fragrances
15 Martini & Rossi
45 Hirer’s request
product
Abbr
17 Punish arbitrarily
46
“Sense
and
18 It has Its highs
Sensibility'’ sister
and lows m math
47 Microscopic
20 Longtime TV
code carrier
host witti a 1997
51
It was on the 37Lifetime
Down of Johnny
Achievement
Unitas and
Emmy
Lenny
Wilkens
22 Something
54 Heavy metal
gotten on
55 Like the ocean
principal
56 Rembrandt van
23 Alternate name
indicator
57 Complaints,
26 Feeling of
informally
excited
anticipation
58 Head-turner
29 Pal
59 Navigation
abbreviation
30 Antique dealers'
destinations
60 Crib parts

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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□□□nnnn □□□□□□□
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□□□□□ n a n n □ □ □ □
nnnn non
ann
nnn nnn □□□□
nan nnamcia anan
□naannnnannnnnn
□nnci □□□□□□ ana
□nnn nan ana
ana
ana naan
□nnn nana anaan
nnnnann aannana
□ananan nnaanaa
aa a n a o aa a n a a

Down

11

19

2i
23

27

Exile of note
Winery in
Sonoma County
Pennsylvania
and others Abbr
Variety of
swallow
Holy smoke 7
World Series
team manager of
1977, 1978,
1981 and 1988
Pressing
River through
Rochester
Gum holders
33-time Walker
Cup winner
"Road Rules"
airer
Quiche, e g
Some dormitory
purchases
The sculptures
■Rigoletto" and
"La Tosca ■ e g
Check tor a
place to stay
Drive at. with
"to’
Really into
Seconds Abbr
Experts sit on
them
Strands,
somehow
Bit
Some infiltrators
Informal states?
"American
Buffalo"
playwright

10

11

IS

43
IT

IS

19

M

Piml«liy£rKBerlin
36 Bullies often

37 See 51-Across
38 French
philosopher
Gilson
39 T ie n ___
mountains in
central Asia

40 “Romance de
Barrio’ and
others

49 Jour's opposite

•Oi.MWWW#

50 Gremlins and
Hornets

41 Poet Thayer and
others
44 Skinny?

51 Be oft one s
guard

47 Stuff in a locker

52 Brightness
measures

48 Reporter
Skeeter of Harry
Potter novels

very conservatively after taking the
two-goal lead.
Game 2 is Saturday in Detroit.
Entering the series, home ice was
regarded as perhaps the only advan
tage the top-seeded Red Wings had
against the fifth-seeded Sharks.
San Jose quickly took that edge
away.
C'arles goal at 9:45 of the first
period was set up by a fantastic series
of passes around the perimeter, end
ing with joe Thornton s cross-crease
pass from the corner.
The Red Wings put San Joses
powerful power play on the ice for its
first goal and lost the puck in their
zone to set up the second score.
Cirier was in the right place when
the puck trickled into the slot and he
wheeled around and beat Hasek with
a slap shot.
It was a much different start for
Detroit after taking 2-0 leads midway
through the first period in each of its
first two games in the first round
against Calgary.The Red Wings won
the series in Ciame 6 after winning all
three games at home.
The Sharks seemed right at home
pnpnp

53 Some college
Greeks

For answ ers call 1-900-205-5656, $ l 20 a minute, or. with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday
crossw ords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-A C R O S S
Online subscnptions Today’s pxjzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimos com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/puzzleforum Crossw ords for young
solvers nytimes com/leaming/xwords
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2
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in 1)etroit, perhaps because they won
a league-high and franchise-record
26 games on the road this season and
twice more m Nashville, including
the series-winning victory in Game
5 last week.
The Red Wings had three power
plays .in the second period — while
San Jose didn’t have one — but they
took just four shots.
San Jose’s swarming defense had a
lot to do with that, though Detroit
did seem to miss Tomas Holmstrom
standing in front of the crease to
redirect and shield shots. Holmstrom
missed the game with an eye injury
and the Red Wings were also with
out defenseman Brett Lebda because
of an ankle injury and concussion.
Even at full strength, however,
Detroit doesn’t seem to match up
well with the Sharks’ combination of
depth, size, speed and skill. That
appeared to be the case Thursday
night and during the regular season,
when San Jose won three of four
meetings.
Notes
Hasek was pulled with just over a
minute left, but the extra skater did
n’t seem to do much for Detroit’s
suddenly lackluster offense. ... Red
Wings D Nicklas Lidstrom was
called for hooking against Thornton,
in a key matchup, that set up San
Jose’s first goal. ... Carle and Cirier’s
first-period scores were their second
goals of the playoffs.... Red Wings F
Kirk Maltby wore a logo with a 6 on
his helmet, honoring Nav^’ Blue
Angels Lt. Chndr. Kevin Davis, who
died Saturd.iy in South C'arolina
during an air show in South
C'arolina. Maltby rode in Davis’ jet
last summer.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
AAI - Santa Barbara County
ACCOUNTANT-AUDITOR I
($49,504 - $59,191) The Santa
Barbara County Auditor-Controller’s
office is looking for full-time
entry-level accountants. Bring your
resume and any questions to our
on campus “meet and greet"
session April 23 (sign-up
through Mustang Jobs or e-mail
Heather Harkless at
hharkless@co.santabarbara.ca.us)
or submit an application between
April 23 and April 30 at
www.sbcountyjobs.com.
SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Must be great with children, fun
and committed to teach at the
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande
(805) 481-6399
International Paper,
a Fortune .100 Company, is
recruiting a Quality Assurance
Supervisor for its Foodservice
Business Division in Visalia. CA.
The plant manufactures paper
cups & plastic lids for fast food,
coffee, vending. & entertainment
industries. BS in Engr, ME
preferred. Starting sal
$48,000 $58,000. Apply;
www.internationalpaper.com
EOE (559) 651-3535
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$3.300 - $3.600 (888) 784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com/slo

HELP WANTED
L.A. Area Summer Camps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Call for ArtI
Seeking artwork for “Faces of
Truth“ art gallery highlighting cur
rent issues facing Africa.
Contact (408) 821-6253
Tennis Warehouse is Hiring!
We are now accepting applications
for Warehouse and Customer
Service positions. A background
in tennis is not required. Our
systems are very user friendly
and our atmosphere is very
positive. Tennis Warehouse is
the largest tennis mail order
company in the world and you will
have the opportunity to learn the
internet business first hand.
Starting pay for part timers is
$8.00-$10.00 per hour DOE. Full
benefits are available for full time
employees (Medical, Vision, Dental
insurance, 401K program).
Apply within at 3580 Sueldo,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Entrepreneurs Wanted! Seeking
hard-working business minded
students. No exp. necessary.
Training provided. $100 to $1,000-e
a week depending on qualifications.
Contact: (805) 787-0567
FUN — SUMMER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOMES FOR SALE

Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $100-$200/shift.
International Bartender School will
be back in SLO one week only.
Day/Eve. classes. Job placement.
1-800-859-4109
www.bartendusa.la

Summer Sublease $680 OBO
1 bdrm/lbath apartment, balcony,
parking, no pets, 10 min walk to
Cal Poly. Enough room for two.
Call Jackie (408) 821-6253

SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.8kydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

SWIM INSTRUCTORS MUST BE
GREAT WITH CHILDREN,
COMMITTED AND FUN!
5 Cities Swim Club 481-6399
Kid’s Camp Counselors

The City of Morro Bay is hiring
Counselors for their Summer
Kid's Camp program. This is a
part-time position, 20-40/wk.,
beginning June 18 and running
thru August 17. $8.21-8.53/hr.
Staff is responsible for child
supervision as well as preparation
and providing age appropriate
activities and excursions. To apply,
contact the City of Morro Bay
at 772-6207 or visit our website:
www.morro-bay.ca.us.
Deadline to apply: 5/18/07.
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!! 756-1143

RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts.
Now Renting for 2007-2008
Walk (min) to Cal Poly
Nice. Clean. Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 544-3952

1 bdrm AVAILABLE NOW
30 ft. from campus on Grand Ave.
Call Jared (805) 218-1723

HOMES FOR SALE
5 Bdrm house for sale -f 2.5
acres... includes BARN & Corral &
Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly.
$675,000 (805)441-6908

Join Beyond Shelter to volunteer
at local homelessness shelter!
beyondshelter@hotmail.com
400,(XX) Faces of Darfur
Photo Laydown!
April 30, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Chumash Auditorium
www.studentsfordarfur.org

Renovated 3 bath/2 bath Home
1 mile from Cal Poly. Blooming
landscape with paver driveway and
patio. New underground
utilities (water/gas/sewer).
New exterior and interior paint
with American clay plaster. New
carpet and tile throughout.
Travertine counters and slate
bathrooms. Asking 596K
Contact Levi (706) 402-0555
or levi3344@hotmail.com

SHOUT OUTS free every Thursday

Free List of all Houses and
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
(805) 546 1990 or e-mail
steve@slohomes.com

LOST AND FOUND

Downtown SLO Condo
Just Listed on 4/12. Two
Bedroom. One Bath Condo.
$349,900. Photos and info at
680Chorro.com.
Keith Byrd. Century 21. 459-4723

Classified Ads Website
Ads Online and on print!
www.mustangdaily.com

FOR SALE
Parabody Hip Sled/Leg Press
Solid construction for exceptional
stability. In great condition. Builds
strong legs. Call 546-9017.
Only $200

FOUND BMX Bike. Call with
description (858) 442-6004
LOST CAT Siamese Male Kitten
5 months old "Ace" Last seen
on Fredericks St. If found call
(559) 358-6238
Not listed"? Check Lost and Found
at Bldg. 70 or Call 756-7469
Lost and Found ads are FREE

M u sta n g
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Cal Poly softball team hopes to bounce back at home against UCSB
With nine regular-season games
remaining, the Mustangs are
four wins away from tying the
school’s all-time single-season
wins record (37 in 1997).
Tristan Aird
MUSTANC: DAILY

Most Division I softball teams
either in or hovering around the top
25 are built around one, singular,
dominant starting pitcher.
That has not been the case this
season for Cal Poly, which has used a
four-headed monster to put togeth
er its best season since 1997.
“We don’t really look at it as ‘we
have an ace,”’ Cal Poly head coach
Jenny Condon said Thursday. “All

FIRST-PERSON

Poly triathlete
takes 25th in
nation
Evan Rudd
MUSTANC DAILY

1 have never felt more out of place
than when I strolled into a Wil-Mart
in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
It’s not that I’m above shopping at
Wal-Mart, it’s just that under the cir
cumstances, the other customers in
the store looked at me like I was
from another planet.
I wasn’t alone in my awkward
ness. 1 was accompanied by 39 Cal
Poly triathletes who made the trek
to compete at the USA Triathlon
C^ollegiate National Championships
in Tuscaloosa. Since we didn’t have
transportation, we decided to run
the 2.5 miles from our hotel to WalMart to stock up on supplies before
our big race.
Wearing skimpy running shorts,
all 40 of us descended on the super
center to the bewilderment of the
locals. People just weren’t used to
seeing that many skinny bodies in
one place.
My trip to Wal-Mart was one of
many “cultural experiences” during
my time in Alabama.
Overall, the trip was an amazing
experience I will never forget. The
following is a day-by-day account of
what went down on our trip to the
South.
Day 1
We didn’t arrive in Tuscaloosa
until about 10 p.m. after leaving at 5
a.m. from San Luis Obispo. All any
one wanted to do was sleep.
Day 2
First stop: Wal-Mart.
After a few hours of downtime
spent relaxing at our hotel pool, we
hopped a bus to downtown
Tuscaloosa to check out the scene.
To the people of Alabama, we may as
well have been from another coun
try. To them, we talked too fast with
strange accents. But people are
much friendlier in the South.
Everyone took an interest in what
we were doing and wished us good
luck in our endeavors.
Coincidentally, our race was the
same day as the University of
see Triathlon, page 10

the pitchers are capable of getting
^
I P YOU 0 0 . . .
the job done.”
Who: UC ¿anta Barbara at Cal Poly
Indeed, the Mustangs (35-12, 8-1
What: Big West Conference softball series
Big West Conference) have relied on
a committee of hurlers to get the job Where: Bob Janssen Field
done this season. Cal Poly junior When: Noon and 2 p.m. Saturday, noon Sunday
right-hander Robyn Kontra (10-4, Need to Know: Saturday is the M ustangs’ inaugural
1.98 ERA), sophomore right-han Strikeout Cancer Day. Fans Saturday who donate a minimum
der Jenna Maiden (10-3, 2.11), of $20 to the San Luis Obispo chapter of the American
senior right-hander Emily Hively Cancer Society will receive a pink T-shirt to commemorate
(8-1, 1.82) and freshman left-hander the day’s events.
Helen Peña (5-4, 1.7.5) have com
West. Still, Condon said the nature
bined to toss nine shutouts and 26 noon Sunday.
“All
the
rest
of
the
games
from
of
the Cal Poly-UCSB rivalry
complete games.
The quartet will be put to the test here on out are important,” Cxmdon should serve to make the series
this weekend when Big West rival said. “ I think that they’re most interesting.
“Anytime any of the Cal Poly
UC Santa Barbara visits Bob Janssen important for us to come back and
Field for a crucial three-game series play really to the level that we’re teams play Santa Barbara, that’s a
rivalry,” Condon said. “That’s a fun
that begins with a noon double- capable of.”
Although the Gauchos are 24-17 thing to have (that) you always get
header Saturday and wraps up at
overall, they are only 1-8 in the Big up for.”

Desme leads Mustangs
with cool confidence
bases (9).
If there was any question to where
I )esme stacks up against national
competition, it was answered
Thursday when he was named to the
watch list for the Dick Howser
Trophy, awarded annually to the top
player in college bxseball.
After hitting .287 with eight
home runs and 33 RBI, Desme was
expected to pmduce in the third spot
in the order.
While la,st year’s statistics were
decent, they left some wondering
what Desme has changed to bring
about this year’s success.
“Cirant’s mechanics have been
similar to last year,” C3al Poly baseball
coach Larry Lee said. “We haven’t
changed much from last year. The
biggest difference form last year to
this year is his approach at the plate,
he’s become a much more selective
hitter this year.”
Lee said Desme is the best hitter
he has seen at Cal Poly since catcher
Kyle Blumenthal.
That’s pretty high praise consider
ing Blumenthal finished 2(X)5 hitting
.410 with 53 RBI.
Desme’s potential as a hitter was
obvious since his transfer in 2(K)6
from San Diego State. It has been his
power that has surprised most
observers.
“You expected some of (the suc
cess), (but) the bi^est surprise has
GRAIG MANTLE FILE PHcrro been his power numbers,” Lee said.
The soft-spoken Desme also cited
Shown in a 10-8 Big West Conference win over visiting Cal State
Northridge on April 7, Cal Poly junior right fielder Grant Desme is pitch selection in addition to
currently fourth on the school’s single-season batting average (.395) patience at the plate as the main
components to this year’s success.
list since moving to the Division I level before the 1995 season.
However,
even
W ith 15 regular-season games 210-pound junior is
Desme expressed sur
batting .395 with 12
left, Cal Poly ju n io r rig h t
prise at his numbers.
home runs and 47
“I’d say pitch selec
fielder G ra n t D esm e is six
Check out mustangdaily.com
RBI.
tion
has helped. I’m
to listen to a FREE po^ast
hom e ru n s away from ty in g
In fact, the Big West
waiting and letting
with Devan McClaine and
th e sch o o l’s single-season
Conference’s offensive Ryan Chartrand discussing the ball get deeper... I
leader board looks like the Cai Poly baseball team. try not to think about
record for hom e ru n s ( 18 ).
a tribute to Desme.
To hear the eight-minute
mechanics when I’m
He is third in batting
MP3, click on “Podcast”
Devan McClaine
up there, but the
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
under Online Features.
and leads in homers,
home runs have been
RBI, slugging per
al Poly right fielder Cirant centage (.713), runs (45), hits (62) a little bit of a surprise,” Desme said.
Despite transferring before the
Desme prefers to let his and total ba.ses (112).
2(K)6 season, Desme has been able to
bat do the talking.
Oh, he is also third in on-base per become a team leader, although his
This year, it has been nearly centage (.484), doubles (12) and is in
impossible for opponents to silence the top 10 for walks (24) and stolen play on the field speaks for itself.
it. Through 41 games, the 6-foot-2,
see Desme, page 10

C

The Mustangs are coming off a
disappointing weekend in which
they lost two of three games at UC
Davis. Kontra threw a one-hitter,
however, to lift Cal Poly to a 5-1
win in the final game of the series
last Sunday.
“Robyn threw a great game,”
Condon said.“It was so good for our
team to get back on track. Robyn
really set the tone in the circle and
defensively we played well.”
Condon said another steadying
factor defensively has been the play
of senior catcher Jackie GehrkeJones, whom she also praised for her
offensive production.
“Jackie is having a fantastic year,”
Condon said. “She’s been great at
see Softball, page 10

1 day fi*om
N F L D raft,
top o f board
still a m ystery
The NFL Draft begins at 9
a.m. Saturday on ESPN and
NFL Network.
Dave Goldberg
ASSLX'.IATEI) PRESS

NEW YORK — Casual fans
didn’t discover JaMarcus Russell
until the Sugar Bowl last January.
Neither, apparently, did some NFL
scouts — not to the extent that
they’re on to him now as the like
ly No. 1 pick in Saturday’s draft.
In those three-plus hours,
Russell’s 332 yards and two touch
down passes carried LSU to a 4114 win over Notre Dame. That
performance helped propel him to
the top of the 2(K)7 NFL draft class
over the presumptive heir to that
spot, Notre Dame’s Brady Quinn.
Never mind that LSU was simply
the better team, Quinn’s 15-of-35
for 148 yards with two intercep
tions put a huge question mark
after his name.
So the top of the NFL draft is
about the two quarterbacks,
notwithstanding the fact Georgia
Tech’s C^alvin Johnson is conceded
to be the one “can’t miss” player —
perhaps the best at any position in
the last five years or so.
But in the endless analysis that
starts in early January and carries
on for four months, Quinn’s “can
he or can’t he” status has been the
focus, despite the fact he had a far
more consistent college career than
Russell. Suddenly he became a
“can’t win the big one” QB, a label
that also was applied in college
(and for a while in the NFL) to
Peyton Manning.
So if the Raiders don’t grab
Johnson or trade down to someone
who wants him, they are likely to
take the 6-foot-5, 260 poundRussell. A1 Davis has always covet
ed quarterbacks like him who can
throw the ball 83 yards in the air, as
he can.
Quinn might go seconil, third ...
or 10th, as Matt Lemart, who spent
almost two years at Southern C^al
see Draft, page 10

